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A means to an interface: investigating
monoethanolamine behavior at an aqueous
surface†
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The use of amine scrubbers to trap carbon dioxide from flue gas streams is one of the most promising
avenues for atmospheric carbon dioxide reduction. However, modifications are necessary to eﬃciently
scale these scrubbers for use in fossil fuel plants. Current advances in tailoring amines for CO2 capture
involve improvements of bulk kinetic and thermodynamic parameters, with little consideration to surface
chemistry and behavior. Aqueous alkanolamine solutions, such as monoethanolamine (MEA), are
currently highly favored sorbents in CO2 post-combustion capture. Although numerous studies have
explored MEA–CO2 chemistry at the macroscopic scale, few have investigated the role of the interface
in the gas adsorption process. Additionally, as these amines become more industrially ubiquitous, their
presence on and the need to understand their behavior at atmospheric and environmental surfaces will
increase. This study investigates the surface behavior of monoethanolamine at the vapor/water interface,
with particular focus on MEA’s surface orientation and footprint. Using vibrational sum frequency
spectroscopy, surface tensiometry, and computational techniques, MEA is found to adopt a constrained
gauche interfacial conformation with its methylene backbone oriented toward the vapor phase and its
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functional groups solvated in the bulk solution. Computational and experimental analysis agree well,
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ings can assist in the tailoring of amine structures or to facilitate improvements in engineering design to

giving a complete picture with vibrational mode assignments and surface orientation of MEA. These findexploit favorable surface chemistry, as well as to serve as a starting point toward understanding aqueous
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amine surface behavior relevant to environmental systems.

1 Introduction
CO2(g) has long been implicated in climate change, with fossil
fuel burning being its major anthropogenic source.1–4 Technologies capable of removing CO2 efficiently and economically from
fossil fuel exhaust streams are critical,5 as fossil fuels currently
supply B85% of U.S. energy consumption.6 While many carbon
capture and storage (CCS) technologies exist, post-combustion CO2
capture is considered more economically feasible and scalable,7,8
as the majority (B60%) of global CO2 emissions arise from
stationary sources.1 Post-combustion CCS technologies retrofit
existing power plants by enabling end-of-stream capture in
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flue lines. These technologies employ different combinations
of capture materials (reactive substrates or sorbents, such as
liquid amines) and/or reactor designs (flow cells, reactor beds).
At present, aqueous amines are a leading candidate for CCS
post-combustion scrubbing processes.8 The amine scrubbers
exploit an exothermic (DHf B 7.1 kcal mol1)9 reaction between
gaseous CO2 and aqueous amines (or amine-functionalized solid
sorbents) to generate carbamate or carbamic acid products. The
amines are commonly introduced to the gaseous exhaust stream
as an aqueous spray, reacting with CO2 in the liquid. The CO2–
MEA reaction product remains in the liquid, which is collected
and sent to a heated stripper unit. In the stripper unit, the CO2 is
separated from the amine, allowing the amine to then be recycled
back into the exhaust stream.7
Monoethanolamine (‘‘MEA’’; HO(CH2)2NH2), a low molecular
weight amine (Fig. 1), is the current benchmark molecule for postcombustion CCS, in part due to its ease of manufacture and low
cost.10 It is currently used in the natural gas industry to scrub CO2
from flue lines.7 Despite its prominence, MEA has a number of
shortcomings (corrosiveness, input energy for CO2 stripping, etc.)
that make its implementation in power plants prohibitive.3,6,8
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Fig. 1
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Representation of monoethanolamine; ‘‘MEA’’.

Consequently, there has been demand for new and eﬃcient
sorbent materials for CO2 capture. Proposed materials currently
include novel amines or hydroxides, ionic liquids,11,12 aminetethered metal–organic frameworks, functionalized polymers,
as well as zeolite membranes.3,4 While many molecular techniques have been employed to probe the interactions between
these sorbents and CO2, few studies have considered the role
the aqueous solution surface (or solid membrane surface) plays
in CO2 capture from scrubbers. The successful design and
development of these materials ultimately rests on a good
physical and chemical understanding of the uptake and reactivity of CO2 with these substrates. Thus this lack of understanding of the surface behavior of these amine technologies is
an oversight for a few reasons. Firstly, these sorbent materials
have chemical components (such as polymers13,14 or ionic
liquids15–18) known to have different orientations, speciation
and behavior at surfaces compared to bulk solution. Secondly,
as the first point of contact of the gas entering the condensed
phase, the surfaces of these materials could be utilized to better
facilitate gas uptake.
In fact, recent soft-X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (PES)
measurements of aqueous MEA and CO2-treated aqueous MEA
solutions have alluded to the surface’s role in CO2 uptake
chemistry. MEA–CO2 chemistry was suggested to be facilitated
by the interface, with reactants and products showing different
bulk vs. surface partitioning.19,20 In a second X-ray PES study,
amine-functionalized ionic liquids (AFILs) also showed unique
surface behavior. Not only did the AFILs show faster absorption
and reaction of CO2 at the surface relative to diffusion and
reaction in the bulk, but the AFILs also reacted at the surface
via a different pathway than the bulk.21 Yet, the reasons for this
difference in surface vs. bulk behavior are not fully understood
or characterized.
In tandem with these chemical advances, novel engineering
strategies are also beginning to exploit the surface. In rotating
packed beds, for example, the amine solution is formed
into small droplets or thin films under high centrifugal force,
causing the gas–liquid contact area and mass transfer rates to
increase significantly.8,22,23 Further exploiting these differences
in surface vs. bulk behavior for post-combustion CO2 capture
requires a detailed molecular level understanding of the surface adsorption and coverage of proposed sorbent materials.
Furthermore, understanding these amines on aqueous surfaces warrants extensive study due to emissions concerns of the
amine sorbents themselves. For instance, gas power plants
emitting B1 million tons CO2 per year are estimated to emit
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40–160 tons of amines per year to the atmosphere, assuming
use of current CCS technologies.24 This level of increase in atmospheric amine concentrations could have a dramatic impact on
atmospheric chemistry, particularly in condensed phases such as
clouds and aerosol surfaces where these highly water soluble
amines are likely to reside.25 Despite these concerns, little is
known regarding amine atmospheric chemistry, especially amine
gas to particle partitioning.26 Recent studies have been attempting
to close this knowledge gap, examining gaseous oxidation of
MEA,27,28 ammonium salt formation via amine chemistry on
sulfuric acid/sulfate particles,29 new particle growth from similar
sulfuric acid spray,30 as well as toxic nitrosamine formation from
photooxidation of amines in the presence of NOx.31 However,
more studies are necessary to fully understand and model the
complex chemistry of these amines in the atmosphere, especially
on aqueous surfaces.
To provide new insights into the molecular nature of amine
interfacial adsorption, this study uses a unique approach that
combines surface vibrational spectroscopy, surface interfacial
tensiometry and computational methodology. The system chosen
for examination is MEA, the benchmark chemical of CCS. This
study provides much needed information about the surface
adsorption, orientation, and conformation of MEA at the air/
water interface. The new insights gained are important for
future CCS design as well as for understanding the behavior
of amines on atmospheric aqueous surfaces. This study also
further validates the computational methodology for obtaining
a detailed picture of surface vibrational spectra and behavior.

2 Experimental details
2.1

Surface spectroscopy background

Many techniques exist to study chemistry in the bulk, yet
few can sensitively probe molecular properties at an interface.
Vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) is ideal for
studying molecular interfacial properties, as the symmetry of
the liquid surface causes VSFS to only probe molecules within a
few Angstroms of the interface. Notable contributions detailing
VSFS at liquid surfaces exist in the literature,32–37 such that only
a brief description of the theory relevant to these studies is
necessary.
In VSFS, incident visible and infrared beams (IR) overlap at
an interface and generate an output beam (SF) that oscillates at
the sum of the two incident frequencies. The intensity of the SF
light is enhanced when the IR frequency is resonant with
molecular vibrational modes. Thus, by tuning the IR beam
across a wavelength range, VSFS generates a vibrational spectrum of interfacial molecules. The intensity of the SF beam is
proportional to the intensities of the incident IR and visible
beams and the square of the second-order nonlinear susceptið2Þ

bility, w(2), which contains both resonant, wRn , and nonresonant,
ð2Þ

wNR , terms. Spectra must be fit to deconvolve the nonresonant
response and the individual resonant modes. A fitting routine,38,39
based on eqn (1), is, employed to deconvolve these spectral
contributions and to account for both homogeneous (GL) and
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inhomogeneous (Gn) broadening of the individual vibrational
transitions.
ð2Þ

wð2Þ ¼ wNR eic þ

X An eifn e½ðoL on Þ=Gn 2
n

oL  oIR þ iGL

(1)

The first term in eqn (1) accounts for the non-resonant
contributions to the VSF spectra, including the non-resonant
amplitude and phase (c). The second term in eqn (1) is a sum over
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ð2Þ

ð2Þ

all the resonant modes wRn . wRn depends on both the orientational
average of the molecular hyperpolarizabilities, hbi, and the number
of contributing molecules, N, via eqn (2). This relationship
indicates an important aspect of VSFS: the measured signal is
due to both population and orientation at the interface.
ð2Þ

wRn ¼

N
hb i
e0 n

(2)

In VSFS, the nonlinear susceptibility term, w(2), may be probed
by unique polarization schemes. Polarizations such as ssp and
sps are common in VSFS, where p and s refer to the orientation
of the polarized E fields relative to the plane of incidence.
Polarization designations are given to the incident and outgoing beams in energetic order: SF, visible, IR. A simplistic way
to interpret these polarization schemes in regard to the VSFS
spectra is that sps probes the component of dipole moments in
the plane of the interface, while ssp probes those components
normal to the interface.
Spectral fits for the neat air/water interface in both ssp- and
sps-polarization schemes have been well established in the
literature.40–43 The fitting routine employed in these studies
is nontrivial, as shown by eqn (1), and contains contributions
from the vibrational transition strengths (An), phases (fn), peak
frequencies (on), and broadening terms (Gn and GL) of all
resonant modes. The broadening due to line widths of the
individual molecular transitions (GL) are fit to either 2 cm1
(CHs), 5 cm1 (coordinated OHs), 7 cm1 (NHs), or 12 cm1
(free OH) based on reported vibrational relaxation lifetimes of the
specific transition.44–48 Global fitting routines were used when
possible to allow for more confidence in the spectral interpretation. Reasonable global fits were achieved by allowing amplitudes
of resonant modes to vary with all other peak contributions held
constant.
2.2

Laser system

The laser system used in this study has been extensively
described in a prior publication,49 such that only a brief
description is necessary here. After shaping the incident laser
pulses using a combination of Ti:Sapphire oscillator and
amplifier systems, the resultant B2.6 ps beam is B2 W centered
at 800 nm with a 1 kHz repetition rate. A quarter of the B2 W is
then split to form the visible beam used in the sum frequency
studies, while the remaining three quarters is directed into
an optical parametric amplifier/diﬀerence frequency generator
system (TOPAS/nDFG by Light Conversion) to produce the
IR beam. This IR beam ranges from B4000 (B25 mJ) to
800 cm1(B2 mJ).
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The spectra presented here were obtained in either the ssp- or
sps-polarization schemes. The IR and visible beams are overlapped
at the sample surface, and the reflected SF signal is monitored
using a thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments). Incident angles of the visible and IR beams were fixed at
451and 601, respectively, from surface normal in a copropagating
geometry for the majority of experiments presented here. For the
polarization study, incident angles were fixed at 631 and 551,
respectively, across all polarizations in order to acquire more
favorable SF intensity. Spectra were collected using a LabView
program that records CCD intensity at every wavelength step
(3 cm1) over the tunable range. The absorption of a polystyrene
standard was measured daily and used to calibrate the recorded
wavelengths of the infrared beam. Spectra presented here are
averages of 6–18 spectra taken over multiple days to ensure
reproducibility in the spectral response and to minimize contributions from the background. Additionally, the nonresonant
sum frequency response of an uncoated gold substrate was
measured before each data set, and used to normalize the
experimental spectra. Spectra of the neat air/water interface
were also acquired during each data set to ensure spectral
intensities were comparable. All measurements were acquired
at room temperature (B20 1C) in a purged air environment
(o30% RH via a Parker Domnick Hunter Pneudri MiDAS).
2.3

Surface tension

Surface tension data were collected using the Wilhelmy plate
method50 via a force balance (KSV Instruments). Samples were
held in clean glass dishes, and a platinum plate (Biolin Scientific)
connected to the force balance was carefully lowered into the
solution. The platinum plate was thoroughly rinsed in 418 MO
cm nanopure water and heated under flame until glowing orange
before each measurement was taken. Surface tension of the neat
air/water interface was taken at the start of data collection to
ensure surface tension values for each data set were comparable.
Surface tension values were corrected for instrumental fluctuations by subtracting the surface tension of the neat air/water
surface to generate surface pressure values. All measurements
were recorded at room temperature (B20 1C).
2.4

Sample preparation

Monoethanolamine (Z99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
All solutions (0.1–10 M) were diluted volumetrically with either H2O
(418 MO cm, Barnstead E-pure) or D2O (Z99.9%, Cambridge
Isotopes), and sonicated for a minimum of 10 minutes before
use. All solutions were examined at their native pH; for monoethanolamine this corresponds to pH B 12.5. All glassware was
scrupulously cleaned for a minimum of 24 hours in a sulfuric
acid-NoChromix bath before being thoroughly rinsed under
418 MO cm nanopure water and dried in a 4240 1C oven.
2.5

Computational methods

The computational methodology used in this study has been
outlined in previous publications,13,49,51–53 and is discussed
here as it applies to this work.
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2.5.1 Classical molecular dynamics. Classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the Amber
12 suite of programs,54 with starting configurations created in
PACKMOL.55 Parameters and force fields were generated as in
previous studies.51,52 An NVT ensemble was used, with the
simulations performed using a time step of 1 fs. Energy minimization of the initial system at 0 K, equilibration of the system
from 0 K to 298 K, and evolution of the system also employed
methods outlined in previous studies.49,52 The system temperature
was maintained during the evolutions via Langevin dynamics with
a leapfrog integrator. Data were extracted from the MD simulations after a minimum of 50 ns of evolution. Monoethanolamine
configurations consisted of 80 or 160 MEA molecules with 900
water molecules in a 30 Å cube, roughly corresponding to total
concentrations of B5 M and B10 M MEA, respectively. Interfaces
were created by expanding one dimension of the cube to 120 Å and
applying periodic boundary conditions. The interface was defined
by the Gibbs dividing surface, and data were collected for both
vacuum/water interfaces of the box. Distances are reported relative
to the interface and bond angles are reported relative to the surface
normal pointing into the vacuum.
2.5.2 Quantum mechanical calculations. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the NWChem56
and Gaussian 0957 program packages. Geometry optimization
and harmonic frequency calculations for isolated gas phase
amine molecules were performed using the B3LYP exchange–
correlation functional and the 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set. Anharmonic corrections to vibrational frequencies were afforded by
second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2). A range of
combinations was explored in order to determine the best
agreement between the calculated and experimental VSF spectra,
with selection of basis sets and functionals guided by literature
precendent.58–61 B3LYP, B2PLYP, and MP2 xc-functionals were
matched with either 6-311++G(2d,2p) or aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets.
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Ultimately B2PLYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) was found to provide the
best agreement between calculated and experimental VSF spectra
with respect to both peak positions and relative intensities; a
discussion of these tested methodologies is found in the ESI.†
VSF intensities were calculated using in-house code53 that
probes the second-order linear susceptibility tensor via eqn (3).
ð2Þ

wijk /

X

Cabc

a;b;c

@aab @mc
@Qq @Qq

(3)

Polarizability (a) and dipole moment (m) derivatives were calculated using three-point finite diﬀerentiation with respect to the
displacement of the normal mode q (qQq), while the laboratory
and molecular reference frames were related via Cabc. This
methodology allows matching of the static gas phase DFT
structures with the molecular orientations and conformations
acquired in the MD simulations. A discussion of the DFT structures used in the calculations is found in the ESI.† Spectra were
empirically broadened using Lorentzian and Gaussian widths
comparable to the experimental spectral fits.

3 Results and discussion
3.1

Experimental VSF spectra

Fig. 2 shows vibrational sum frequency spectra of a concentration series of MEA solutions (1 M, 5 M, and 10 M MEA in H2O)
at the air/water interface in ssp-polarization. Spectra probe both
the (a) stretching and (b) bending regions. The VSF spectrum of
the neat air/water interface is shown for reference in grey. In
both the stretching and bending regions of the water spectrum,
characteristic modes are shown that agree well with the extensive
literature of this interface.37,40,41,43,62,63 In the stretching region,
intensity due to water’s free OH oscillators (B3700 cm1) as
well as a broad feature (o3600 cm1) due to a continuum of

Fig. 2 VSF spectra of aqueous monoethanolamine solutions at the air–water interface acquired using the ssp-polarization scheme in the (a) CH/OH
stretching region and the (b) CH/OH bending region. Experimental data (open shapes) and corresponding fits (solid lines) for neat water (grey) and 1 M
(red), 5 M (green), and 10 M (blue) MEA solutions are shown. Incident beam angles were 451 (visible) and 601 (IR). Spectra are offset for clarity, with guide
lines for the MEA peaks (blue) and water peaks (grey).
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more coordinated water oscillators is present. In the bending
region modes due to water’s free OH (B1625 cm1) and more
coordinated water oscillators (B1740 cm1) are present.
Upon introducing MEA to solution, vibrational signatures characteristic of solvated MEA’s NH2 and CH2 stretches (B3300 cm1,
B2936 cm1 and B2873 cm1) and their associated bends
(B1600 cm1, B1450 cm1 and B1360 cm1) appear above the
water structure. These new modes are present at all measured
concentrations of MEA, showing MEA to not only be present
at the surface but also ordered, as the relationship in
eqn (2) details.
In addition to solvated MEA contributing intensity to the
VSF spectra, reaction products between water and MEA could
also aﬀect the spectral shape and deserve consideration. An
equilibrium between MEA and its protonated form, MEA–H+,
exists in water according to eqn (4), with a pKa of 9.55.19
MEA + H2O " MEAH+ + OH

(4)

However, at the experimental pH (B12.5) the concentration of
MEA–H+(B9  108 M) is considered negligible. Additionally,
protonation of amines is known to have a dramatic effect on
the VSF spectral shape;64 yet no such effect was observed in
these spectra. Therefore contributions from MEA–H+species to
the VSF spectral shape have been neglected in this study.
All MEA spectra have been globally fit, and achieved a
reasonable match at all concentrations without allowing number
of peaks, peak position, phase, or broadening to vary. The only
fitting parameter that needed varying was the peak amplitude.
This suggests that changes in VSF intensity are correlated with
changes in bulk solution concentration. Whether these changes
in bulk solution concentration result in increased surface population or reorientation of surface species—since VSF intensity
arises from a convolution of both—remains, and a full analysis
of these eﬀects follows shortly.
VSF spectral assignments. In the stretching region of the
vibrational spectrum, six peaks arise above the background water
spectrum and are due to MEA’s methylene and amine groups. The
experimental VSF spectra have been fit to peaks at 2845 cm1,
2873 cm1, 2920 cm1, 2936 cm1, 3300 cm1 and 3359 cm1,

as listed in Table 1. A peak at 3170 cm1 was also found to be
necessary in the global fit, but this mode only contributed
appreciable intensity in the 1 M MEA spectra. As VSF intensities
depend upon vibrational transitions being both IR and Raman
active, bulk IR and Raman studies are often used to guide
identification of peaks in VSF spectroscopy. Thus, bulk IR and
Raman studies of MEA have been examined to help identify the
peaks in these VSF spectra. Knop, et al. and Jackson, et al. both
report FTIR for neat MEA, attributing peaks at B3290 cm1 and
B3354 cm1 to MEA’s amine SS–NH2 and AS–NH2, respectively.48,65 Additionally, peaks at 2864 cm1 and B2930 cm1 are
attributed to the CH2 stretching bands; the peak at 3180 cm1 is
attributed to MEA’s alcohol OH stretch. However, the stretching
vibrational modes of MEA, especially those associated with the
amine and alcohol groups, are expected to red shift upon dilution
with water due to solvation of MEA and subsequent loss of MEA
dimers present in neat solutions.66 Raman frequencies were
reported by Samarakoon, et al. for B3 M MEA solutions.67 They
report peaks at 3313 cm1, 2952 cm1, 2940 cm1 and 2884 cm1,
but do not assign the spectra.
Based oﬀ these literature peak positions and assignments, it
thus follows that the peaks observed in VSF spectra at 3359 cm1
and 3300 cm1 are the AS–NH2 and SS–NH2 modes, respectively.
The broad peak at 3170 cm1 is the solvated OH mode of MEA;
however, due to hydrogen bonding as well as spectral coherence
with water’s OH modes, its spectral intensity is diminished for
all MEA concentrations above 1 M. The modes at 2936 cm1,
2920 cm1, 2873 cm1, and 2845 cm1 are the CH2 stretching
modes of the methylene backbone. The literature alone does not
enable complete assignment for all four CH2 modes. Fortunately,
due to different polarization selection rules for the methylene SS
and AS modes, polarization analysis can be exploited to aid in
assigning experimental peaks.68,69
As outlined by Lu, et al. comparison of ssp and sps relative
peak intensities allow for mode assignments of methylene peaks
to be made.69 Fig. 3 shows ssp and sps spectra for 10 M MEA
solution in the CH stretching region. Vertical lines act as guides
to identify CH intensity due to peaks fit at 2936 cm1, 2920 cm1,
and 2873 cm1. One methylene selection rule states that the

Table 1 Frequencies and assignments of peaks from experimental and
calculated ssp VSF spectra. Experimental frequencies are from global fits of
ssp spectra taken at incident angles 451 (visible) and 601 (IR). Calculated
frequencies are anharmonic VPT2 frequencies calculated at the B2PLYP/
6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory

Experimental frequencies
(cm1  10 cm1)

Calculated
Frequencies (cm1)

Assignment (mode)

1360
1448
1595
2845
2873
2920
2936
3170
3300
3359

1400, 1376
1517, 1497, 1428
1614
2814
2827
2916
2968
3556
3340, 3391
3425

CH2 wag (+NH2)
CH2 wag (+NH2)
NH2 scissor
SS–CH2
SS–CH2
AS–CH2
AS–CH2
OH stretch
SS–NH2
AS–NH2
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Fig. 3 VSF spectra of 10 M MEA solutions in ssp- (purple, diamonds) and
sps-polarization (teal, circles) in the CH stretching region. Experimental
data (open shapes) and corresponding fits (solid lines) are shown. Incident
beam angles were 631 (visible) and 551 (IR).
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SS–CH2 and AS–CH2 modes should be out of phase in ssp
spectra. Indeed, as confirmed by the spectral fits of Fig. 3, the peaks
at 2873 cm1 and 2920 cm1 are opposite phases. Additionally, the
peak at 2920 cm1 in sps has a higher fitted amplitude than the
same peak in ssp. The methylene group selection rules dictate
the peak at 2920 cm1 should therefore be the AS–CH2 mode;
thus making the peak at 2873 cm1 the SS–CH2 mode. Unfortunately, these selection rules alone have been unable to enable
assigning the remaining methylene modes. The selection rules
are based on molecular symmetry arguments and assume the
methylene backbone of MEA is uncoupled from the motion
of the rest of the molecule. This last assumption is not wellsatisfied for MEA, as its functional groups can alter the coupling
between the methylene stretches.
Similar analysis—taking into account spectral fitting and
literature precedent—has been conducted for MEA in the
bending region of the vibrational spectrum. As listed in
Table 1, three peaks have been uniquely fit to MEA in the
bending region: at 1595 cm1, 1448 cm1, and 1360 cm1. FTIR
studies report peaks at 1645 cm1 and B1600 cm1 assigned to
NH rocking.65,70 Peaks at B1450 cm1 and B1360 cm1 appear
in the reported spectra, but are either unassigned or assigned
to the methylene bend or C–O–H bend.65 Unfortunately, as the
bending region of the vibrational spectrum is examined much
less than the stretching region, few other sources exist to help
identify peaks in this region. In fact to our knowledge, only two
recent VSF studies report on the bending region of the vibrational spectrum.43,63
Thus, a further examination of the spectral peaks in the
bending region has been conducted by examining 10 M MEA in
D2O. D2O readily exchanges with the amine group at the pH
under study (pH B 12.5) but should have marginal eﬀect on the
methylene backbone. Indeed, as shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†), the
10 M MEA in D2O shows a loss of the peak at 1595 cm1, but
retention of the peaks at 1448 cm1 and 1360 cm1, indicating
that the latter two peaks are due to CH2 modes. Thus, modes in
the bending region have been assigned as follows: the peak at
1595 cm1 is the NH2 bend, and the peaks at 1448 cm1 and
1360 cm1 are CH2 bends, as shown in Table 1.
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3.2

Comparison of experimental and calculated VSF spectra

To resolve any remaining uncertainty in the experimental
spectral assignments, DFT at the B2PLYP/6-311G++(2d,2p) level
of theory has been used to calculate VSF spectra. Reasonable
surface spectra were calculated from static gas phase DFT
structures that had been matched to surface conformers from
the MD simulations. Assignments of the MD conformers to DFT
structural ‘‘groups’’ were based on assigned ranges of specific
dihedral angles, with DFT structures corresponding to maxima
in the dihedral distribution of the MD conformers. A table of the
dihedral angles of the DFT structures and the corresponding
ranges of the MD conformers has been included in the ESI,†
along with a discussion of the dihedral assignments and the
correlated MD dihedral distributions.
The resultant calculated VSF spectra (orange) are shown in
Fig. 4 along with the experimental spectra (blue) for comparison. Peak positions are listed in Table 1. Note the calculated
VSF spectra do not include solvent contributions; red shifting
of the calculated peak frequencies for MEA’s amine and alcohol
stretching modes is expected if solvation eﬀects were included.
Additionally, intensity from water OH modes as well as coherence eﬀects of the water modes with neighboring MEA modes
have not been captured in these calculations.
Fig. 4(b) shows good agreement in both relative peak intensity
and peak position for the CH stretching region. In this region,
the solvent eﬀects are small leading to the average deviation (s)
in peak position of B21 cm1. This small deviation in peak
position not only indicates the CH region is favorable for
calculating spectra when solvent eﬀects are neglected, but also
indicates strong agreement in peak frequencies exists between
the experimental and DFT-derived spectra. This strong agreement validates the computational methodology used and lends
confidence to the surface behavior information, as well as
spectral assignments, extracted from the computational work.
However, Fig. 4(a) and (c) indicate that solvent contributions
do play a large role in shaping the VSF spectra in regions where
H-bonding plays a larger role, such as the water bending and
NH stretching regions. The background water structure greatly
impacts the shape of the experimental VSF spectra, resulting in

Fig. 4 VSF spectra in ssp-polarization taken experimentally (blue) and calculated (orange) in (a) the bending region, (b) the CH stretching region, and
(c) the NH stretching region. Note, the y-axes for (a), (b), and (c) are not comparable, but are diﬀerent ranges so that calculated spectra may be observed.
Dotted orange lines represent conformer contributions to the overall calculated VSF spectra.
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greater mismatch between experiments and calculation for
Fig. 4(a) and (c). This mismatch is a consequence of the
methodology used to calculate the spectra which does not
include contributions from the solvent. Not only do the water
OH modes greatly contribute intensity to the overall experimental line shape in Fig. 4(a) and (c), but the solvation of MEA’s
functional groups lead to frequency shifts and spectral broadening of MEA’s NH and OH modes. For example, the deviation
in peak position between the calculated and experimental fit
value of the NH stretching region is B52 cm1; the relative
intensities are also clearly diﬀerent between the calculated and
experimental spectra in this region. Improvements to the
methodology are currently underway to address these issues
and better capture the influence of solvation. Indeed, preliminary
DFT calculations including explicit solvation (not shown) strongly
suggest that the majority of the discrepancies in vibrational
frequencies arise from solvation eﬀects. Yet, NH stretches in
amines and amides are notoriously diﬃcult to accurately calculate with DFT, and are greatly influenced by solvent eﬀects,71–73
indicating the B52 cm1 deviation in peak position is not
unreasonable. Nevertheless, the CH stretching region of
Fig. 4(b) shows good agreement between the calculated and
experimental spectra, enabling better interpretation and assignments of vibrational modes there.
In fact, the DFT calculations show coupling between the
methylene backbone modes, as suggested by the polarization study of Fig. 3. For example, the assignment of the peak
at 2873 cm1 in the VSF spectra is SS–CH2 based off of literature
precedent and polarization rules. In the calculated spectra, this
peak appears at 2827 cm1 and arises instead from coupling
between the two methylene units: a strong SS–CH2 contribution
from one and a weaker AS–CH2 contribution from the other.
This coupling behavior has been found to be characteristic for
all the methylene stretches and bends calculated, and questions the assumption that each vibrational mode is discretely
symmetric or asymmetric. Therefore, mode assignments in
Table 1 have been made taking into consideration the various
strengths of these coupled vibrations, along with the literature
assignments and polarization analysis presented above.
The calculated VSF spectra in the bending region in Fig. 4(a)
show good agreement in peak position with the experimental
spectra, with an average deviation in peak position of B25 cm1.
However, the relative intensities of the calculated spectra when
compared to the experimental spectra are markedly diﬀerent.
Chiefly, this mismatch occurs as a result of the NH2 scissor/
bending mode that appears as a small peak at 1614 cm1 in the
calculated spectra but is a large peak in the experimental spectra.
In the experimental spectra, the intensity from 1550–1700 cm1
has been fit to a single peak due to MEA (at 1595 cm1) and two
peaks due to the nearby water bend. As was the case in the
stretching region, the solvent effects on the amine group play a
dramatic role in overall experimental VSF spectral line shape.
This is additionally observed around 1500 cm1, where the
calculated spectra show distinct CH2 peaks but the experimental
spectra show a smooth shoulder due to contributions from
nearby water modes. If only the methylene groups’ bending
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intensities are considered (o1520 cm1), the calculated spectra
agree with the experiment.
3.3

Surface population analysis

As mentioned previously, VSF intensity is due to both surface
population and molecular orientation of surface species. Thus
in order to fully interpret changes to VSF signal, changes to the
surface population and molecular orientation of MEA also
require investigation. The surface activity of MEA has been
the subject of previous study,74–77 since its surface presence
affects macroscopic parameters such as gas phase transfer rates
and solution dynamics. MEA’s surface population has been
investigated here in order to accurately interpret VSF spectra
and to gain a complete picture of MEA’s surface adsorption.
3.3.1 Surface pressure and adsorption calculations. Equilibrium surface tension values have been obtained for aqueous MEA
solutions (ranging from 0.5 M to pure MEA). Surface tensions have
been converted to surface pressures, p (the diﬀerence between the
solution surface tension and the surface tension of neat water),
and have been plotted as a function of bulk MEA concentration in
Fig. S6(a) (ESI†). The use of surface pressure values facilitates
comparison across data sets but, like surface tension, also reflects
surface population. The surface pressure isotherm of MEA shows
increases in surface pressure track increases in bulk concentration,
indicating MEA is surface active. These values compare with the
trend reported by Vázquez, et al.,74 considering diﬀerences in
solution temperature between the two studies.
Both the minimum average surface area per molecule and
the overall surface mole fraction have been calculated from the
surface pressure values using the Gibbs adsorption equations,
as outlined in the ESI.† For these calculations, bulk concentrations of MEA have been corrected with activity coeﬃcients
reported by Hilliard.78 The minimum average surface area per
molecule has been calculated to be B126 Å2 per molecule. This
large interfacial footprint is characteristic of other doubly
functionalized molecules53 and indicates MEA is on average
largely isolated from itself at the surface, even at high concentrations. Additionally, the overall surface mole fraction of a
10 M MEA solution has been calculated to be B0.3, roughly
equivalent to B9.8 M. For a 5 M solution, the surface mole
fraction has been calculated to be B0.1, roughly equivalent to
B4.9 M. These surface mole fractions indicate a fairly large
surface density of MEA that roughly mirrors the bulk solution
concentration. Taken together, the minimum average surface
area per molecule and surface mole fraction suggest MEA
occupies a large interfacial footprint with surface population
closely tracking bulk solution concentration.
3.3.2 Density profiles. Surface population has also been
examined through density profile calculations. The density profile
extracted from the molecular dynamics simulation of a B10 M
MEA solution (160 molecules) is shown in Fig. 5, and may be used
to compare the interfacial picture developed from the surface
pressure analysis with those from the simulated interfaces.
Fig. 5 shows density in the ‘‘bulk’’ (depths 415 Å) for the
B10 M MEA solution to be B1.01 g mL1. This value corresponds
well with densities measured experimentally.79,80 At the surface,
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Fig. 5 Density profile of water (blue dotted line) and B10 M MEA (red
solid line) extracted after 52 ns of simulation time. The dotted vertical line
indicates the interface.

the density of the solution decreases to 0.93 g mL1, but displays
enhancement of MEA density relative to the bulk solution. This
MEA surface enhancement appears contrary to the surface mole
fraction calculated earlier, which suggested surface population
of MEA roughly mirrors the bulk population. To investigate this
discrepancy the surface mole fraction may be calculated from
the density profiles, but only if rigorous accounting of the
surface depth has been considered.
The computational surface analysis here, based on the Gibbs
dividing surface, however, can be misleading and fail to accurately
capture interfacial components. Recent computational work has
sought to address these shortcomings of the Gibbs surface definition,81–85 but issues regarding how to define the thickness of the
surface layer, how surface behavior manifests on bulk behavior,
and how changing composition reflects changes in interfacial
thickness persist.86,87 Within the community, the definition of
the ‘‘surface’’ can range from 2 angstroms85,88 to a nanometer,89,90
with results between surface techniques (i.e. computed surfaces vs.
surface tensiometry) varying due to different probe depths.
Nevertheless, for VSF analysis a surface region is generally
considered. From a regional approximation of Fig. 5 (3 Å from
the Gibbs dividing surface), the average surface mole fraction is
found to be B0.267 (or B9 M), roughly similar to that found in
the surface pressure analysis, acknowledging the shortcomings
of the interfacial definitions used.
Thus density profiles extracted from MD simulations together
with experimental surface pressure measurements show MEA is
concentrated at the solution interface, displaying surface activity
and a population similar to the overall bulk. Therefore, intensity
changes to the VSF spectra in Fig. 2 likely result from increasing
surface concentration that tracks with increasing bulk concentration, as shown by the surface pressure and density profile
results. Nevertheless, fully understanding MEA’s surface behavior
and fully interpreting changes to the VSF spectra requires an
understanding of MEA’s surface molecular orientation.
3.4

Molecular orientational analysis

As a final examination of the surface behavior of aqueous MEA,
molecular orientational analysis has been conducted both
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computationally and experimentally. In tandem with the
surface population results above, the surface orientational
analysis allows for accurate interpretation of the reported VSF
spectra but also aids in developing the overall picture of MEA at
the surface.
3.4.1 Orientational analysis via molecular dynamics simulations. Angular distributions extracted from the molecular dynamics
trajectories report the average molecular tilt of bonds relative to the
surface normal, giving information on MEA’s surface orientation.
Correlating the angular distributions of one bond relative to the
other gives a sense for not only the orientation of the molecule
relative to the surface but also the internal conformation the
molecule adopts at the surface. Thus, an analysis of the correlated angular distributions of B10 M MEA has been undertaken
in order to understand MEA’s surface orientation; representative
distributions are shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
In Fig. 6, the angular distribution of the CO bond relative to
the surface normal (y) has been plotted as a function of the
angular distribution of the CN bond relative to the surface
normal (f). The z-axis denotes population, with cooler colors
(blue-green) denoting lower percentages of the population and
warmer colors (yellow-red) denoting higher percentages of the
population. In the bulk (depths 415 Å; top plot), the correlated
angular distribution of the backbone is isotropic. At the surface
(0 Å; bottom plot), however, a single, strong maxima appears.
This strong maxima is characteristic of not only the top-most

Fig. 6 Correlated angular distributions in the bulk and surface region of
B10 M MEA probing the backbone orientation (y vs. f). The color guides on
the left describe the z-axis, where cooler colors equate to lower percentage
of total population while warmer colors equate to higher percentage of total
population.
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Fig. 7 Correlated angular distributions in the bulk and surface region of
B10 M MEA probing the NH2 orientation (b vs. a). The color guides on the
left describe the z-axis, where cooler colors equate to lower percentage of
total population while warmer colors equate to higher percentage of total
population.

surface at 0 Å, but for the surface region at depths 3 Å from
the defined surface; only the 0 Å plot is shown here for clarity.
The correlated angular distribution in the surface region shows
a favored orientation of MEA, where the majority of MEA
molecules adopt angles of y and f near B1401. These angles
for y and f indicate both CO and CN bonds are pointing into
the bulk. Additionally, this combination of angles corresponds
to a gauche conformation of MEA’s backbone at the surface.
The gauche conformation of MEA is not wholly unexpected, as
MEA has been shown to exist in the gauche conformation in
neat solutions.66 Integrating over the 2-D surface in the bottom
plot of Fig. 6 confirms this picture, and shows B98% of the
population exists in the gauche conformation at the surface.
Similarly, in Fig. 7 the angular distribution of one NH bond
relative to the surface normal (b) has been plotted as a function
of the angular distribution of the other NH bond relative to the
surface normal (a). Again, the z-axis denotes population, ranging
from low percentages (cool colors) to high percentages (warm
colors). For both bulk and surface regions, the NH2 headgroup is
fairly isotropic across the orientational space. However, in the
surface region there is a small maxima corresponding to angles
of a and b roughly around B110–1401. This indicates that at the
surface the NH2 group tends to favor both NH bonds pointing
into the bulk water. Such an orientation would allow the NH2
lone pair to be more open at the surface to attack gas phase CO2,
indicating a possible route for surface chemistry.
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Similar analysis of all the bond angles of MEA extracted from
the MD shows that surface-adsorbed MEA at B10 M adopts a
constrained gauche conformation with its CH2 groups pointing
into the vapor phase and its amine and alcohol headgroups
pointing into the bulk. Analysis of the MD simulations with
B5 M MEA solution (not shown) shows a similar orientation.
Therefore, the behavior of MEA in the MD simulations indicates
MEA surface orientation is not sensitive to concentration (at least
within the high concentration regime in these studies), supporting the previous interpretation that changes to the VSF spectra in
Fig. 2 are largely a result of changing surface population.
3.4.2 Orientational analysis via VSF polarization studies.
Polarization analysis of the experimental VSF spectra provides an
additional means of extracting surface orientation information,
complementing the MD analysis above. VSF intensity ratios have
been used to extract average orientational angles by following an
analysis of the functional groups’ polarization selection rules and
rigorous normalization of spectra. The polarization selection rules
of the methylene group have been extensively outlined68,69,91 and
have previously been applied to calculate the average tilt angle of
the CH2 group relative to the surface normal.64,68,69 Following
similar methodology, analysis of the methylene stretches has been
undertaken here, and compared to the orientational information
from the molecular dynamics simulations.
Based on the SS–CH2 and AS–CH2 ratios in ssp-polarization
mentioned above and detailed in the ESI,† the average tilt angle
of the methylene group in a 10 M MEA solution has been found
to be 46  61 from the surface normal. Tilt angles have also been
calculated for both 5 M and 1 M MEA solutions, and show the
same tilt value (within error) as the 10 M solution, indicating
again that surface orientation is independent of concentration
within the concentration regime studied. These tilt angles for the
methylene group are consistent with the overall surface orientation inferred from the MD simulations mentioned above.
To further confirm this match between the calculations and
experiment, the angle of the bisector of the methylene group
(extracted from MD) has been averaged over all methylene twist
angles in both the bulk of a B10 M MEA solution and in the
surface region, as shown in Fig. 8. In the bulk, the methylene
bisector is isotropic, consistent with the earlier orientational

Fig. 8 Angular distribution of B10 M MEA methylene bisector in both
the bulk (red dashed) and at the surface (blue solid) averaged over all
methylene twists.
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Fig. 9 Generalized picture of MEA’s surface orientation and conformation. Representative angles for B10 M MEA solution are shown.

picture developed from the correlated angular distributions in
Fig. 6 and 7. At the surface, the methylene groups are preferentially oriented B45–501 from surface normal, in agreement
with the methylene tilt values found in the VSF polarization
studies. Thus polarization analysis of the experimental spectra
and the MD simulations confirm the average tilt angle of the
methylene groups are B461 relative to the surface normal at the
solution interface.
The orientational analysis of MEA indicates an overall orientation as summarized in Fig. 9, with MEA’s methylene backbone
pointing into the gas and its functional groups pointing into the
bulk. Moreover, MEA favors a gauche conformation independent
of concentration, at least in the high concentration regime
examined. In light of the surface analyses above, the intensity
changes present in the VSF concentration series in Fig. 2 are the
result of increasing population at the surface and not changes in
surface orientation. This conclusion is also consistent with the
large interfacial footprint of MEA (B126 Å2 per molecule),
indicating that even at large surface densities MEA still has
suﬃcient space to adopt a favored orientation.

4 Conclusions
As interest in aqueous alkanolamine solutions as sorbents in
CO2 capture has increased, so has the need to understand the
molecular characteristics of the chemical constituents. The results
of these studies provide important new insights into the molecular characteristics of MEA at an aqueous surface and how its
adsorption at a surface might facilitate CO2 capture. The results
demonstrate that MEA is present at the surface, and maintains a
large interfacial area (B126 Å2 per molecule) even at high concentrations. Orientational analysis demonstrates that MEA adopts
a well ordered gauche conformation at the surface with its
methylene backbone oriented toward the vapor phase and its
functional groups solvated in the bulk. This surface orientation
adopted by MEA may be integral to its surface reactivity, with its
NH2 lone pair more open to attack gas phase CO2.
Additionally, this work demonstrates the validity of the
combined experimental and computational approaches to
detail liquid surfaces. The surface population of MEA has been
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supported by experimental surface pressure data and computed
density profiles from the MD. The surface orientation of MEA
has been supported by evaluation of the experimental ssp VSF
spectra as well as analysis of the computational MD trajectories.
Lastly, comparison of experimental and computational VSF
spectra has revealed reasonable agreement with regard to peak
positions and relative intensities, especially for the methylene
backbone vibrations allowing for confident assignments of
spectral modes.
As the most prominent chemical of carbon capture and
storage, MEA has long been studied for possible avenues of
redesign, acting as a benchmark toward successful innovation.
However, as a surface active and soluble molecule, surprisingly
little information on MEA’s surface properties has been considered during the numerous iterations of novel CCS sorbent
materials. This work showcases a robust approach for understanding surface phenomena using a suite of tools necessary
for describing interfacial behavior. This work provides a needed
picture of MEA surface adsorption and orientation which is
required for future investigation into its surface reactivity.
Additionally, results from this work indicate the presence of
an interface induces an ordering of MEA as well as a preferred
conformation. Future designs of CCS sorbents should consider
the role of the surface as the need for scalable and highly
eﬃcient CCS technology grows. Additionally, as amine scrubbing technology becomes more ubiquitous, the need for information detailing amine surface behavior, especially as it relates
to aqueous atmospheric surfaces, will also grow.
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